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A B S T R A C T

This investigation summarized the application of nanoﬂuids (NFs) in heat exchangers (HExs) with different
geometries. The quest for heat devices with quick response for the industrial sector is still a major challenge
that has been an active research direction over the years. Addressing this issue is likely to increase the capacity of several industries. There is a direct relationship between expanding the heat capacity and the pressure
drop. The common approach in increasing the rate of heat transfer often leads to an increment in pressure
drop. This study reviews and summarizes the investigations on various geometrical effects inside the channel
combined with NF in HExs. This review explored the potential of NFs as possible heat transfer ﬂuid in HExs.
From a detailed literature review compiled and evaluated, it has been deduced that NFs application signiﬁcantly improves the thermal efﬁciency of HExs. The investigation further evaluated plate, helical, as well as
shell and tube HExs. The review explored NFs application in HExs and how they can signiﬁcantly improve the
HExs' thermal characteristics. It was deduced that the use of NFs improved the heat transfer both experimentally and numerically . This equally has a direct relation to energy savings as well as industrial waste heat.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

1. Introduction
The rapid growth in the world population and the rapid technological advances result in an exponential growth in energy consumption. Currently, fossil fuel, with a major share of energy supply, is
limited in resources and has severe environmental impacts [13].
Researchers tend to control such environmental impacts by increasing the efﬁciency of the current industrial processes [36], developing efﬁcient and environmentally friendly devices [7, 8], using
environmentally friendly materials [9], and applying environmentally friendly renewable energy sources [1013]. Although relying on
renewable energy resources is the most promising replacement of
fossil fuel, it is still costly, limiting its expansion, and the need for
proper energy storage medium to overcome the intermittent nature
of renewable energies [1417]. Therefore, signiﬁcant effort is given
to increase the current technologies' efﬁciency through the waste
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heat recovery that plays a signiﬁcant role in improving the overall
energy efﬁciency [1821].
Heat exchangers (HEx) are used extensively in the energy sector
and process industries to transfer one ﬂuid's thermal energy to
another [2224]. Research works are geared recently towards curved
tubes for waste heat recovery [2528]. Other research work explored
thermal devices with higher efﬁciency like refrigerators and HEx
[29]. This led to new methods for heat transfer (HT) enhancement
techniques, mainly to reduce thermal resistance in HExs. HT
enhancement techniques are subdivided into two main classes,
namely active and passive [30]. The active technique is designed to
include an external source of energy, whiles the passive one works
with the changes made in the system's conﬁguration and other system components to enhance the ﬂow mixing. The active technique
also curbs the formation of the thermal boundary layer to increase
the rate of HT [31]. The passive techniques revolve around the creation of swirl ﬂows, which provides a better ﬂow mixing. This usually
results in the HT coefﬁcient, increasing appreciably.
The passive technique enhances thermoﬂuidic system performance. Therefore, the passive method is suitable for increasing the
thermal device's entire efﬁciency; hence activities in this ﬁeld have
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seen a huge increase due to their industrial applications viability
[3236]. The application of rib channels is one of the commonly used
passive techniques for thermal applications. Investigations into the
effect of a wavy rib on the HT in a U-shaped channel has been
reported [37]. It was argued that the ribs caused a lower stagnation
of air around the wall, leading to an increase in heat ﬂux. Similarly, it
was deduced that V-shaped ribs led to vortices creation, which
improved supported ﬂow mixing. Numerical investigations considering thermal and frictional phenomenon for a square-shaped channel
have been reported [38]. The enhanced ﬂow-mixing results in a signiﬁcant increase in the Nusselt number, which increases the overall
HT coefﬁcient. Investigations on the thermal efﬁciency for a square
channel with high blocked ribs have shown that the presence of the
rib enhanced the rate of HT [39]. The effect of a V-shaped rib on thermoﬂuidic characteristics for a solar air heater also conﬁrmed the
effect of the shape on the system's performance [40]. According to
this investigation, the HT rate improved signiﬁcantly, increasing the
thermal performance by a factor of 2.35.
A recent trend to enhance the performance of HEx is to employ
nanoﬂuids (NFs) due to their excellent thermophysical properties,
hence making them suitable for several industrial applications
[4147]. NF is simply a stable suspension of nanoparticles (NPs) in
conventional heat transfer ﬂuid (HTF), i.e., base ﬂuid (BF). It has been
reported that metallic NPs in NF reduce thermal resistance, unlike
other conventional ﬂuid, making them suitable for HT devices due to
improved HT [4855]. The solar collector performance operated with
TiO2/water NF coupled with rib channels has been investigated,
showing 10% enhanced collector efﬁciency, with an increment in the
volume fraction of the NPs increasing the collector’s efﬁciency [56].
Additionally, CuO/water NF shows a better results compared to TiO2/
water. Additionally, TiO2/water NF signiﬁcantly improved the HT
coefﬁcient by 116% [57]. Thermohydraulic properties of Al2O3/water
NF, assessed in spiral HEx, was found to improve the HT coefﬁcient,
and hence heat ﬂux, by nearly 26.3% [58].
Utilizing NFs is one of the most interesting strategies for HT
improvement in HExs, with numerous studies published in this
domain. Still, no reports discuss the thermophysical properties considering various channel’s geometrical effects coupled with NF in different HEx applications. Therefore, this review article attempts to
present the potentiality in the use of NFs coupled with the various
geometrical design of HExs. At ﬁrst, the review focuses on the investigations conducted on different types of geometrical effect of HExs in
which NFs have been employed, and ﬁnally, some interesting aspects
in this ﬁeld are introduced and discussed. Challenges and scope for
further studies in this area were identiﬁed and proposed. Indeed, this
review could help in designing efﬁcient heat exchange equipment
combining the improvements due to geometrical and NFs effects.
2. Nanoﬂuids: chemistry, preparation, and properties
Nanoﬂuids (NFs) are simply a stable suspension of solid nanostructures or nanoparticles (NPs) in liquid, commonly called base
ﬂuid (BF), which can be any heat transfer ﬂuid (HTF), with water as
the most commonly used HTF [59,60]. Suspension of NPs in BF has
been employed mainly to increase the relatively low thermal conductivity of BF, which is 0.607 W/m.K in case of water, by addition of
highly thermal conductive metallic, non-metallic, and carbon-based
NPs which can have a thermal conductivity in the range of
1.45,000 W/m.K [61,62]. Table 1 below shows the typical thermophysical properties of common BF and NPs, showing the relatively
higher thermal conductivity of NPs. NPs of different natures, i.e.,
metallic such as silver Ag, copper Cu, and gold Au have been used, as
well as oxides such as silica SiO2, alumina Al2O3, titania TiO2, Zinc
oxide ZnO, and copper oxide CuO. Additionally, carbon-based NPs
such as graphite, graphene, graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide,
carbon nanotube, carbon nanoﬁber have been used as well [5962].

In association with the increase of thermal conductivity of NF relative
to BFs, it is noted that there is a decrease the speciﬁc heat capacity,
while increasing the density and viscosity, which are not favored
changes. However, due to the signiﬁcant enhancement in heat transfer characteristics, NFs have outstanding performance in HT applications [6365]. The reduced speciﬁc heat capacity will reduce the
heating/cooling capacity of the ﬂuid, while the increased density and
viscosity will increase the pressure drop upon ﬂow, which will
increase the pumping power requirements. The high thermal conductivities of solid NPs enable high thermal conductivities of NFs
even at small volume fraction or concentration ’, of NPs in the BF,
typically up to 1% for highly thermal conductive NPS, and up to 5% for
less thermal conductive NPs. Eqs. (1)(4) relate the different thermophysical properties of NFs to those of the NPs and BF, along with the
volume fraction, while Eq. (5)(7) relates these thermophysical properties to the HT characteristics of the ﬂuid [5962].
kNF ¼
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Where: k = thermal conductivity, r = ﬂuid density, m = ﬂuid
dynamic viscosity, n = ﬂuid kinematic viscosity, Cp = speciﬁc heat
capacity, ’ = volume fraction of NPs, d = characteristic diameter,
u = ﬂow velocity, a = thermal diffusivity, h = convective heat transfer
coefﬁcient, L = characteristic heat transfer length, a, m, and
n = correlation coefﬁcients, Re = Reynolds number, Pr = Prandtl number, Nu = Nusselt number, subscripts: NF for nanoﬂuid, BF for base
ﬂuid, NP for nanoparticles.
NF preparation is a very critical step as it has a crucial impact on
the stability and properties of the obtained NF. There are two common approaches for NF preparation, one-step or two-step [68,69]. In
the one-step NF preparation, the NPs are produced and dispersed in
the BF simultaneously, i.e., NPs are formed from precursors present
in the intended BF, hence it is characterized by high NF stability and
minimized agglomeration of NPs. One-step NF preparation can be
realized by direct evaporation, physical vapor deposition, and chemical vapor deposition. One-step NF preparation eliminates the need
for drying, storage, and transportation of NPs [63,64,66]. However,
the one-step method is limited to a few NPs and BF and their explicit
combination, in addition to being costly. In the two-step method, the
NPs are produced separately or readily acquired and then dispersed
in the BF by chemical or physical means. Two-step preparation of NFs
is much simpler, as the NPs are synthesized separately, without complications or constraints related to the NP-BF combination, which
enable the preparation of a wide range of NFs [61,62]. However, the
two-step NF preparation requires good dispersion of NPs in the BF,
and to maintain the stability of such suspension avoiding the formation of NPs clusters or aggregates. This in return might affect the thermophysical properties, and even lead to sedimentation and blockage
of NPs in ﬂow channel [65,67,68].
One of the main challenges encountered with NFs application is
the agglomeration or aggregation of NPs to form clusters or
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Table 1
Thermophysical properties of common base ﬂuids and nanoparticles [5962, 66, 67].
Thermal conductivity, W/m.K
Common base ﬂuids
Distilled water (DI)
0.607
Ethylene glycol (EG)
0.255
Common nanoparticles materials
Silver Ag
429
Copper Cu
398
Alumina Al2O3
3640
Copper oxide CuO
32.9
1.38
Silica SiO2
Graphene*
6 - 5000

Speciﬁc heat, kJ/kg.K

Density, kg/m3

Viscosity, 103 Pa.S

4.18
2.35

998
1111

0.855
15.5

0.234
0.385
0.775
0.525
0.6800.745
0.643- 2.100

10,400
8933
3970
6500
2220
20002500








* Graphene due to the unique properties have a wide range of reported thermophysical properties.

aggregates, hence losing the stability of the NF. The nature of NPs,
volume fraction or concentration (’), and their interaction with the
BF have a substantial impact on NF stability [70,71]. NPs are commonly negatively charged which keeps them in suspension due to
electric repulsion forces. However, such negative charges attract positive charges as well, hence the charge is neutralized, and stability is
lost. One of the simplest approaches is to properly prepare the NF
considering the strong agitation during the dispersion of NPs in the
BF in the two-step method. Surfactants addition, as surface modiﬁers
causing surface charge repulsion among NPs, hence improves the stability of NF [72]. The NF stability can be measured by the polydispersity index (PDI), Zeta potential, and the measurement of ultraviolet
UV absorbance [73].
NFs are numerically studied assuming single-phase simulations,
with limitations regarding the thermophysical properties [58]. Twophase models are more accurate to simulate the NF's thermophysical
properties, as it considers NPs and BF effects on the HT along with the
ﬂow characteristics [7478]. Several work have showed that the mixture theory-based model is ideal for the simulation of NFs as it considers the impact of the NPs and their interactions with the BF [78]. The
two-phase models have been reported to have better agreement with
experimental results than that of single-phase models. The thermal
and frictional properties for Al2O3/water NF in a ribbed channel using
both the two-phase and single-phase models were investigated, showing the better accuracy of the two-phase model [78]. The thermohydraulic characteristics of SiO2/water NF using a two-phase model
showing that the impact of NP volume fraction was predominant at
low Re [79]. Numerical investigations on a two-phase model on Al2O3/
water NF via an annulus revealed that the presence of the NPs affected
the HT coefﬁcient, especially at the top of the inner cylinder [80].
3. Heat exchangers (HExs)
Devices that transfer thermal energy, i.e., heat, between two
streams at different temperatures are referred to as heat exchangers
(HExs) and are extensively used in industrial processes as an integral
part of the process itself or for heat recovery [5,81,82]. There are different types of HExs, such as double pipe, ﬂat plate, shell and tube,
and many other HExs [8390]. The quest for cost-effective and efﬁcient energy sources has necessitated the need for HExs with higher
efﬁciencies at a reasonable cost, which can be achieved by reducing
the size of HExs. HT improvement in HExs will signiﬁcantly increase
their efﬁciency, reducing its size, and hence cost. Several studies
were carried out to authenticate the cavities' design in HExs primarily
to improve the HT characteristics. Others considered them as an
open-end and explored the ﬂuid ﬂow characteristics in these ducts.
Several investigations on the impact of inclination angle on the rate
of HT have been reported in the literature [91108]. Other researchers also introduced a magnetic and electric ﬁeld to alter the ﬂow ﬁeld
[109114]. For any system, the energy exchange is usually dependent on the HTF's thermophysical properties, including density,

viscosity, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity, among many. The
main challenge associated with HTF is the low thermal conductivity.
Therefore, NFs are supported as a better HTF due to their higher thermal conductivities [114116].
3.1. Application of nanoﬂuids in heat exchangers
The functionality of all HExs is impeded by certain factors that
limit their performance and, in some instances, destroys the HEx,
with considerable efforts to address this challenge. Recent studies
revealed that the rheological characteristics of ﬂuids coupled with
passive HT devices are expected to be a promising technique to overcome the above limitation and fulﬁll industries' needs. The technique
involves restricting the laminar sublayer's enlargement and enhancing the disturbance by generating vortices while increasing the HT
area. Improving the HT rate will also imply an adjustment to the
equipment's structure. Some of these modiﬁcations include an
adjustment to the thermal surface, ﬂuid injection, and the introduction of a magnetic ﬁeld. Though these approaches have been suitable
in the past, the high current request for efﬁcient HT is calling for an
alternative method. NFs with metallic or non-metallic NPs having
good thermal characteristics is one of the efﬁcient approaches to
improve the thermal efﬁciency of HExs [117128]. However, attention to energy consumption for pumping NFs due to the increased
density and viscosity has to be considered [129,130].

3.2. Modeling of nanoﬂuids in heat exchangers
There are primarily two approaches to study NFs performance in
HExs, i.e., numerical and experimental. Numerical techniques with
the aid of computers can report the principles behind NFs performance in HExs and enable design alteration. The application of
numerical techniques comes with some practical importance in evaluating the solution to a problem before conducting any experimental
work. Using computational ﬂuid dynamics can also help supporting
the evaluation of some thermophysical properties of the NF [131].
Many experimental investigations on the application of NFs in HExs
have highlighted the important role of NF in enhancing thermal efﬁciency [132136]. The modeling of NF in HEx relies on the solution
of the two primary momentum transfer equation Eq. (8)) and heat
transfer equation (Eq. (9)) [137139]. These two equations are highly
dependant on the thermophysical properties of the NF, which are in
turn highly dependant on the thermophysical properties of the NPs
and BF as expressed earlier in Eqs. (1)(4):
vy
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Fig. 1. (i) Geometry design and mesh used for circular cross-section, (ii) Velocity and temperature contours at Re of 2000 for different pitch and hight ratios, adapted with permission from Elsevier [180].
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Fig. 2. (a) Geometry for the helically coiled tube heat exchanger, (b) overall heat transfer coefﬁcient against, (c) Inner heat transfer coefﬁcient, (d) Nusselt Nu number, (f) Pressure
drop against Dean De number at a various nanoﬂuid volume fraction [182].
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Fig. 3. (i) Geometry of the twisted tapes used for the investigation (a) Single twisted tape, (b) Co twisted tape, (c) Counter twisted tape; (ii) Temperature contours of single-twisted
tape with twist ratio of 3 for: (a) ’ = 0%, (b) ’ = 0.1%, adapted with permission from Elsevier [51].

Where v = velocity, r = density, t = time, P = pressure, g = acceleration due to gravity, t = shear stress, m = viscosity, Cp =e speciﬁc heat
capacity, T = temperature, r = radius, k = thermal conductivity, and y =
longitudinal ﬂow direction. These equations are solved numerically

using mathematical solvers, such as Matlab, and computational ﬂuid
dynamics and heat transfer tools to obtain the description of the
complete behavior of the ﬂuid across different geometries. Different
software packages are currently available such as Fluent and COMSOL

Fig. 4. Convective heat transfer coefﬁcient for the single twisted (ST), twin co-twisted (CoTs), and counter twisted (CTs) tape conﬁgurations at different twist ratios, with permission
from Elsevier [51].
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Fig. 5. Correlation between the pipe diameter and the mixing coefﬁcient in the helical geometry pipe, adapted with permission from Elsevier [183].

Multiphysics to solve such complicated simultaneous heat transfer
and ﬂuid ﬂow problems in complex structures and egometries over
the constrained surface [139].
Two primary approaches are followed to simulate the HT
properties of NFs, i.e., single- and two-phase models

[136,140143]. An assumption for continuity remains true for ﬂuids having NPs for the ﬁrst approach. The single-phase approach
assumes the same governing equations as those for conventional
ﬂuids. The second approach involves the two-phase models such
as the volume of ﬂuid (VoF), mixed, Eulerian-Lagrangian, and
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Fig. 6. (i) Chaotic geometry design studies, (ii) Temperature contours at Dean De number of (a) 100 (b) 300 (c) 500, adapted with permission from Elsevier [184].

EulerianEulerian models. Determination of the ﬂow regimes can
be made possible provided the phases are identiﬁed. There are
three ways to carry out the discrete multiphase ﬂow model, but
these are subjected to the type of ﬂow, with the VoF being commonly used. This approach involves ensuring that the movement
for the phases is carried out with simultaneous formulation of
mass, energy, and momentum governing equations, which are
solved with boundary conditions at the interface. However, liquid
and solid phases in NF usually do not have a consistent interface,
which generates lots of complex issues for the simulation. The
VoF method captures the motion for all phases, with uniform variable forces swap the interfacial forces; thus, it is possible to estimate ﬂow across the interfaces. Adhesion forces and superﬁcial
forces could be modeled using this technique. However, this technique is not ideal for the simulation of discrete multiphase ﬂows
for large size as huge computational resources are needed to calculate the ﬂow surrounding the phase particles [78,144,145].
The EulerianEulerian model assumes an intrusive continuity,
with no calculations carried out for the pathlines and their averages
on the computational surface. This technique is suitable for multiphase ﬂow processes provided the governing equations are appropriately solved [145148]. Explicit motion for the interface is not
modeled under the Eulerian-Lagrangian technique, which implies
that the movement of ﬂuid surrounding dispersed phase particles is
not factored into the modeling process, and modeling this

phenomenon is conducted indirectly. The process involves modeling
continuous phase motion captured in the Eulerian framework. The
model takes an average for many pathlines to generate vital information to model the dispersed phase's impact on the continuous one.
Therefore, it is possible to model mass transfer and heat transfer in a
detailed manner. It is important for turbulent ﬂow that simulation of
many pathlines is conducted to obtain a reasonable average [149]. An
increase in the number of simulated particles has a direct relation to
the computational time and costs; hence it has been reported that
this modeling technique is ideal for the simulation of discrete phase
ﬂows having volume fraction below 10% [150].
The reliability of the single-phase model, as well as the simplicity
of the calculations, are key contributing factors to the single-phase
methods being the predominantly used technique. The single-phase
models have some limitations in terms of precision; hence capturing
some important forces associated with the particles is sometimes a
challenge. The model can support the prediction of liquid-solid ﬂows,
particularly for developed regions having volume fractions greater
than 1% [74]. The single-phase model does not capture salient information on the movement of the solid phase particles and the motion
[151154]. The two-phase models' accuracy is higher compared to
that of the single-phase for the simulating NFs. However, the singlephase models have been widely used due to their simplicity, relative
to the two-phase model due to its high accuracy adopted in some
investigations [155159].
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Fig. 7. (i) Geometry (a) Helical coil geometry design (b) Discretization carried out for the various geometry designs, (ii) Temperature contours of various cross-sections, adapted
with permission from Elsevier [185].

3.3. Heat exchangers employing nanoﬂuids for waste heat recovery
Nanoﬂuids as the HTF in standard HExs have been widely studied
for the speciﬁc application of waste heat recovery. Many economic,
technical, environmental, and sustainable drivers have been pushing
in such directions [5,82,160,161]. From an economical standpoint of
view the recovered waste heat can be utilized for heating other process streams, hence reducing the fuel bill, in a very volatile fossil fuel
market. This also reduced the environmental impacts and more
importantly the carbon footprint associated with fossil fuels, hence
making the process more sustainable. From a technical point of view,
NFs with improved thermophysical properties and heat transfer

performance can better extract heat from low-grade waste heat sources, which present the major share of waste heat potential [162,163].
The worldwide primary energy consumption is about 474 PJ or 132
PWh (P = 1012), with almost 70% is rejected as waste heat into the
environment as exhaust loss, efﬂuent loss, and other losses [164]. In
the United States alone, industrial boiler holds 40% of the industrial
energy consumption of 1,905 TWh/y, with about 340 TWh/y of lowmedium grade waste heat, while 24 TWh of medium-high grade
waste heat are produced from iron & steel and cement industries
each [160]. In the European Union EU, it was shown that from annual
primary energy consumption of 3.6 PWh there is a potential of about
366 TWh as recoverable waste heat [165]. Extensive literature work
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Fig. 8. Characteristics of ﬂow in a helical coil subject to the number of lobes (a) Nu number (b) Friction factor, and (c) Performance evaluation criteria PEC, with permission from
Elsevier [185].

has studied the effectiveness of employing NF for waste heat recovery
as those by Poranjani et al. and others in different heat exchangers
[166169].
4. Effect of geometrical designs on the performance of heat
exchangers
The ﬂow within and outside the tubes of HExs is very crucial in
the determination of the performance of the HEx. The ﬂuid in contact
with the heat exchange surface implies that the transfer of heat will
be carried out at the interface surface; hence, the NF movement in
these channels is very critical in enhancing the performance of the
HEx [51,170177].

heat transfer rate [179]. HT augmentation and exergy loss in a pipe
ﬁxed with novel turbulators geometry, as shown in Fig. 1 was studied
[180]. The results obtained, as shown in Fig. 1, indicating that as the
pitch ratio (PR) was lowered, the rotating ﬂow became stronger. A
higher height ratio (BR), as well as a lower PR, improves the temperature gradient. Augments associated with the BR enhance the temperature gradient as the ﬂuid mixing and the turbulent intensity were
enhanced. In a nutshell, the investigation deduced that the efﬁciency
is improved by increasing the BR and the Re number but decreases
with augments associated with the PR. A reduction in the PR implies
there will be chaotic ﬂuid mixing, as the PR has a direct relation to
the Nu number.

4.1. Circular and triangular cross-section heat exchanger

4.2. Helical coil tube heat exchanger

The heat transfer and pressure drop in HEx employing NFs have
been reported in the literature using experimental data for circular
cross-section tubes [178]. It was shown that as the shear rate
increases, the pressure drop increases, and as volume fractions of NF
increases, the temperature uniformity increases, which lead to an
increment in the HT coefﬁcient. The laminar and turbulent ﬂow of
NFs in HEx with a triangular cross-section was also investigated,
deducing that NF in the triangular channel led to an increment in the

The performance of NF in a conical-helically coiled tube HEx, as
shown in Fig. 2a was investigated [181]. As shown in Fig. 2b-e, it can
be observed that generally, an increase in the Dean De number and
NF volume fraction result in an increase in the Nu number, inner HT
coefﬁcient, and hence overall HT coefﬁcient, but also increase the
pressure drop. Overall HT coefﬁcient improved by up to 52% at De of
4,200 and volume fraction of 0.5% for the NF. The inner HT was predominant due to the higher convection HT.
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Fig. 9. (i) and (ii) geometry, (iii) velocity contours, (iv) temperature countours, (v) particles dispersion for various twist conﬁgurations: (a)1B, u=5°, (b) 1B, u=20°, (c)1B, u=35°, (d) 2B,
u=5°, (e) 2B, u= 20°, (f) 2B, u = 35°, adapted with permission from Elsevier [187].
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Fig. 10. Double twisted (i) geometry, (ii) ﬂow pathlines, (iii) thermal entropy for (a) Co-twisted tapes (CoTs) (b) Counter twisted tapes (CTs), adapted with permission from Elsevier
[188].

4.3. Twisted tape heat exchanger
Bahiraei et al. [51] explored the energy efﬁciency numerically for
a new graphene-platinum NF with varying twisted tapes of single
twisted tape (ST), twin co-twisted tape (CoTs), and counter twisted
tape (CTs), as shown in Fig. 3i. The effect of the twisted tapes with
respect to the ﬂow pattern as represented by the velocity vector is
captured in Fig. 3ii. The presence of the twisted tapes generated swirl
ﬂow leading to the development of radial velocities. It was further
deduced that the tube having the single twisted tape led to the development of a single-swirl ﬂow. Similarly, two-swirl ﬂows were developed for the twin twisted tapes. However, reducing the twisted ratio
led to augment the swirl ﬂow, while the radial velocities improved
signiﬁcantly. In terms of the HT coefﬁcient, it was deduced that an
increment in the twist increased HT rate, as depicted in Fig. 4.
Mansour et al. carried out an investigation using CFD to ascertain
the optimal mixing in a helical geometrical pipe, as shown in Fig. 5, at
different geometry parameters and ﬂow characteristics [183]. The

study considered seven helical geometries considering the coil pitch,
the pipe diameter, and the coil diameter, and their effect on the mixing proﬁle and efﬁciency. It was reported that for low Re number, a
higher coil pitch was needed to enhance the mixing. The study further highlighted that lower pitch generated a stronger secondary
ﬂow, which ensured good mixing efﬁciency at higher Re numbers.
Smaller pipe and coil diameter also increased the rate of mixing, with
a dominant effect for pipe diameter, as shown in Fig. 5. Again, the coil
pitch and the diameter were observed to have an insigniﬁcant correlation to the pressure drop compared to the pipe diameter. An
increase in the diameter of the pipe also caused the drop in pressure
to decrease appreciably as well.
4.4. Chaotic twisted geometry
Bahiraei and Mazaheri [184] also studied the effect of chaotic
twisted geometry with graphene-platinum NPs as shown in Fig. 6
and simple channel design. The HT coefﬁcient and the pumping
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power for chaotic and simple channels, increased with respect to the
NF volume fraction and the Dean De number. The chaotic channel
results in a higher HT coefﬁcient and pressure drop compared to the
simple straight design at the same ﬂow conditions. Increasing distance from the bend also increased the velocity gradient. Again, an
increment in thermal properties for the chaotic channel subject to an
increase in the volume fraction of the NF was observed. While
increasing the De number causes an irregularity in the ﬂow. This
causes a reduction in the temperature closer to the walls; hence
the temperature eventually becomes uniformly distributed, as shown
in Fig. 6.

inﬂuenced the Nu number and the friction factor for the two-blades,
but it was not the case for the one-blade, with the dispersion of the
NPs was predominant when the twist angle was small.
Bahiraei et al. [188] explored NF with graphene-platinum NPs in a
double twisted tape geometry as depicted in Fig. 10. It is observed
that the twisted tape impacts the ﬂow pathline for the counter
twisted tapes compared to the Co-twisted one. Again, the same can
be said of the path change. These variations between the counter
twisted tapes and the co-twisted tapes in terms of the development
of swirl ﬂow with respect to the velocity and the temperature contours are crucial. They practically determine the thermal as well as
frictional entropy generation rates [188]. It was further deduced that
an increment in the volume fraction of NPs in the NF reduced thermal
entropy generation rate, which can be attributed to the increased
thermal conductivity, as captured in Fig. 11. It was further explained
that reducing the twist ratio improved the ﬂow mixing.
Another work studied the convective HT of Al2O3/water NF using
numerical two-phase model technique [189]. The channel had two
rows of twisted conical strip inserts having varying directions,
namely inward Co-Conical inserts (CCI-inward), Counter-Conical
inserts (CoCI), and outward Co-Conical inserts (CCI-outward) as
shown in Fig. 12 below. It was deduced from the ﬂuid streamlines
that for all the three geometries, including the plane geometry, the
twisted conical strip gave a better swirling in the ﬂuid ﬂow, and this
was dependent on the direction of the two rows of the strip depicted
in Fig. 12. The temperature proﬁle results for the various cross-section for all the geometries demonstrated that the thermal boundary
region developed at the lower section of the channel. The thermal
boundary layer for the geometries was disturbed from the results
generated, indicating mixing as well as a secondary ﬂow for all the
geometries under investigation. The heat ﬂux for all the geometries
explored under this investigation shows that the CCI-inward, CoCI,
and the CCI-outward result in a good cooling of the heated wall. In
summary, this investigation highlighted that the CCI-inward gave the
highest heat transfer enhancement of 17% relative to the plain tube.
It was further reiterated that an increase in the NF volume fraction
directly affected the thermal characteristics at high Re number.

4.5. Helical geometry

4.6. Twisted conical strip geometry in a circular pipe

Omidi et al. numerically explored HT considering cross-sections in
helical coil HExs that are lobbed, as shown in Fig. 7 [185]. They investigated the ﬂow properties and the HT characteristics for four varying
lobed cross-sections at laminar conditions. It was deduced that when
the tubes are smooth, the ﬂow usually does not mix properly compared
to the others. It was further observed that after a few turns, the temperature difference within the coil became less, as depicted in Fig. 7. It was
also deduced that as the number of lobes increased, the swirling ﬂow
increased, and the temperature distribution became more uniform.
Similarly, the more lobes result in a higher Nu number but lower
friction factor coefﬁcient as shown in Fig. 8, which was attributed to
the ﬂow ﬁeld geometry. The number of lobes directly correlates to
the HT but limited impact on the pressure drop compared to other
techniques like the twisted tapes. The rate of HT similarly increased
with the coil diameter; a decrement in the coil diameter resulted in
an increment in the Nu number, and the friction factor coefﬁcient.
The Prandtl Pr number was also directly related to the Nu number
[185]. Dbouk and Habchi performed a numerical investigation on
three different pipes of straight, helical, and chaotic conﬁguration, in
which chaotic gave an excellent mixing performance [186]. Kodahbandeh et al. explored the thermal characteristics of NFs in a newly
introduced conical strip with the aid of a two-phase model, as shown
in Fig. 9, in which the intensity of mixing increased when the twist
angle decreased [187]. An increase in the Re number and twist angle
increases the Nu number. However, it results as well in increasing the
friction factor. Similarly, a change in the angle for the geometry

Mashayekhi et al. carried detailed investigations using the twophases Eulerian-Lagrangian technique for simulating NF ﬂow in a circular tube with twisted conical strip inserts, as shown in Fig. 13 [75].
It was further highlighted that the twisted conical strip enhanced the
Nu number, especially at high Re number. Increasing the volume fraction of NF also increased the Nu number due to the improved thermal
conductivity, hence improves the HT rate. The temperature and
velocity gradient near the wall increase because of the increase in Re
number, which causes an improvement in the HT. It was further
observed that when the Re number was low, the staggered alignment
exhibited a higher Nu number compared to the non-staggered alignment. It highlighted that when the Res number was high, the ﬂow
velocity next to the wall for the non-staggered design was good as
well.
Guo et al. afﬁrmed that the volume fraction of the NPs had an
effect on the HT and the ﬂow performance under different pulsations
in helical coil [190]. Using the single-phase modeling technique,
Bahiraei and Hangi explored NF's application in a C-shaped chaotic
channel numerically [191]. The analyzed energy efﬁciency considering a straight channel and chaotic channel as shown in Fig. 14. The
NF's hydrothermal properties were explored numerically with the
aid of a C-shaped and straight channel for single- and two-phase
approaches. It was found that the values for the HT coefﬁcient and
the pressure drop were higher for the C-shaped channel compared to
the straight channel as mixing was intense in chaotic geometry. The
uniformity of velocity and temperature proﬁles was observed in the

Fig. 11. Rate of thermal entropy generation for tube with co-twisted tapes [a] and [c]
volume fraction ’ = 0, [b] and [d] ’ = 0.1, with permission from Elsevier [188].
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Fig. 12. (i) Geometrical structure of conical inserts, (ii) temperature contours, adapted with permission from Elsevier [189].
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Fig. 13. (i) Geometry of twisted inserts, (ii) Temperature contours for non-staggered alignment at ’ = 3% for: (a) Re = 100, (b) Re = 300, and (c) Re = 700, adapted with permission
from Elsevier [75].

C-shaped channel, unlike the straight channel, and similarly for the
particle distribution. The use of NF increased the rate of HT and the
pressure drop compared to the BF, i.e., water. It, therefore, implies
that both geometry and application of the NF had led to higher
energy efﬁciency and curbed NPs agglomeration due to intensive
mixing.
In another study, Xiong et al. numerically explored the performance of HEx having a turbulator [192]. The turbulent ﬂow was simulated using the k-e model, and it was deduced that a lower pitch
ratio PR resulted in the development of a thinner boundary layer. The
PR also inﬂuenced pressure loss, with a higher PR led to a lower pressure loss, with stronger eddy and turbulent intensity were created.
The use of NF reduced the entropy generation. In a similar study,
Sheikholeslami et al. explored turbulent Al2O3/water NF ﬂow via a
helical swirl ﬂow in a pipe having insertion for the generation of secondary ﬂows as shown in Fig. 15 [193]. The single-phase model was
adopted, and the effect of the number of revolutions coupled with
the turbulator diameter was also explored. However, it was deduced
that the intensity for the velocity gradient for the NPs closer to the

pipe was higher because of the backﬂow. Augmenting the number of
revolutions enhanced the NF ﬂow, which led to the development of
thinner boundary layers. The ﬂow disturbances from the investigation were also subject to the increase of the revolutions.
4.7. Summary for the geometrical effect
The previous sections have discussed the heat transfer enhancement due to different heat exchange geometries, more speciﬁcally in
the case of using NFs as the HTF. It has been clearly shown the NF has
improved the heat transfer characteristics and performance, which is
mainly due to the improved thermophysical properties of NF relative
to the BF. However, it has been shown as well, that this effect is also
altered by the geometry of heat transfer. The geometrical effect can
be summarized in two major aspects. First is the increased contact
surface between the exchanging ﬂuids, i.e., hot and cold ﬂuids or
streams. Second is the increased turbulence or eddies ﬂow, which
increases the convective heat transfer coefﬁcient due to the local
mixing and thermal homogeneity within the ﬂuid component or
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Fig. 14. (i) Convective heat transfer coefﬁcient, (ii) Velocity countors, and (iii) Temperature countors for (a) C-shaped, and (b) Straight channel, adapted with permission from Elsevier [191].

element. However, the latter has to be handled and considered carefully when employing NF, due to the presence of NPs. Intercomparison among different geometrical designs for HEx was difﬁcult to
obtain as different geometries have been studied at different conditions of Re, De, and ﬂuids which might bias the conclusions drawn
from such comparison. However, a general conclusion was made that
such geometries have signiﬁcantly increased the thermal performance and efﬁciency of the HEx due to the aforementioned reasons.

5. Recommendations and future work
The previous discussion has conﬁrmed the improvement in thermal performance and efﬁciency of HEx due to both the employment
of NF as the HTF and the changed geometry from commonly used
and studied ﬂat surfaces, which together have further improved the
heat transfer efﬁciency. At last, it ought to be said that with assist
headway in HExs conjointly creating better NFs coupled with a novel
geometrical design will signiﬁcantly improve the heat transfer in
many thermal engineering applications. Therefore, the following recommendations are suggested for future work:

Ø Future work can be made to focus on the stability of NFs as well
as their production cost. Furthermore, some detailed studies are
required to investigate and minimize the pressure drop due to
NF, which is vital for HEx operation.
Ø The investigation into the transition region, especially for the turbulent ﬂow conditions, needs to be further explored. Future
research activities can also consider the NF as being non-Newtonian instead of the commonly used Newtonian ﬂuid.
Ø Prediction of HT numerically is also performed using temperature-independent models, which is less accurate. It is therefore
recommended that temperature-dependent properties for NFs
are considered for numerical studies.
Ø Optimization of NFs in terms of size, volume fraction, and shape
should be considered for the speciﬁc application under study.
Ø The development of environmentally friendly NF is very essential
for sustainable operation.
Ø Energy management couple with the economic analysis of NFs
and their effect on the immediate surrounding will also be
another key research area that can be considered.
Ø Corrosion, erosion and material integrity of HExs should be further discussed due to the friction effect caused by NPs in the NF,
especially at high ﬂow rates and long operation time.
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Fig. 15. (i) Geometry of the helical swirl, (ii) velocity countors, (iii) temperature contours, (iv) turbulence energy counters, adapted with permission from Elsevier [193].
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Ø Although novel geometrical designs provide a signiﬁcant
enhancement in heat transfer, it adds complexity to the design
and manufacturing activities. Hence, it has to be carefully considered both technically and economically.
Ø Although the proven performance improvements for the application of complex geometries and surface structures, which are further improved upon the employment of NF, still the application is
limited to lab-scale, and no large-scale or industrial level applications have been realized yet. Hence it is very advisable to carry
out further economical and technical feasibility studies for largescale applications.

6. Conclusion
In summary, this review explored the characteristics of nanoﬂuids
NFs in heat exchangers HExs at varying geometrical designs. The
improved thermal conductivity of NFs improved via the addition of
nanoparticles NPs into base ﬂuids BF has improved the thermal performance, more signiﬁcantly for laminar ﬂow. It has also been established that an increment in the volume fraction of the NP directly
relates to the increased heat transfer HT coefﬁcient for HExs subject
to the geometry or design, although of the increased pumping power
requirements. Increasing the ribs' height for HExs leads to even temperature distribution, although of the higher pressure drops. The
review discussed the numerical investigation for the single- and twophase model. Numerical studies using the single-phase model for NF
was also effective in some research activity due to the nature of the
NPs. However, the single-phase models neglect the slip forces
between the NPs and the ﬂuids. On the other hand, particles’ Brownian motion coupled with the particle slip is considered for the twophase model. The discussion included various HExs types of helical,
double tube, shell, and tube, with different tube geometries and
inserts. It was concluded that NF along with different geometries has
resulted in a signiﬁcant increase in heat transfer efﬁciency both individually and collectively. The major contribution of the geometrical
effect is to increase the contact surface area between the hot and cold
ﬂuid, and to increase the local eddies, hence improving the heat
transfer characteristics.
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